The Hopkins China Forum and
Young China Watchers
cordially invite you to:

Internet Literature and Publishing
Reform in China
Michel Hockx
Professor of Chinese
Founding Director of the SOAS China Institute
University of London School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS)
Sunday, September 13th, 2015
16:15pm –17:30 pm

259 Jiashan Lu, Jiashan Market, Block A, No 37, near Jianguo Xi Lu
嘉善路 259 弄 37 号嘉善老市 A 栋, 近建国西路, 地铁九号线嘉善路站
Admission: 50RMB
16:00 – Doors Open
16:15 – Lecture
17:00 – Q&A
17:30 – Mixer/Drinks/Dinner
Please RSVP to Frank Tsai of Hopkins China Forum by writing to editor@shanghai-review.org.

China’s Internet remains something of a walled garden, isolated from the rest of the world by the
Great Firewall and by language barriers. There are many downsides to this isolation, but it also
creates opportunities for China’s Internet to develop in unique and innovative ways. Tonight’s
speaker will draw upon his recently published book Internet Literature in China to discuss the
startling array of creativity to be found on the Chinese Internet. He will show how online writing
not only breaks through existing literary norms, but also how it challenges the conventional
state-run system of publishing, opening up new opportunities for China’s creative economy
Michel Hockx is Professor of Chinese at London University’s School of Oriental and African Studies
(SOAS), and Founding Director of the SOAS China Institute. He has published widely on the social,
political and technological context of literary production and publishing in China, including Internet
Literature in China (2015), Questions of Style: Literary Societies and Literary Journals in Modern
China (2003), and A Snowy Morning: Eight Chinese Poets on the Road to Modernity (1994). Hockx
received his Ph.D. from Leiden University, and has studied at Liaoning and Beijing Universities.

About Hopkins China Forum: Hopkins China Forum events are organized under the auspices of The Johns Hopkins
University and its affiliated alumni associations worldwide. For more information on Hopkins events in Shanghai, please
contact Frank Tsai at the Johns Hopkins University Alumni Association – Shanghai at editor@shanghai-review.org.
About Young China Watchers: Young China Watchers is an informal group of professionals living in and working on
China. Through regular roundtables and talks, it provides a chance for dynamic individuals of all nationalities and
employment backgrounds to interact, broaden their professional networks, and discuss the most pressing political,
economic, and foreign policy issues relevant to China today. Please contact youngchinawatchers@gmail.com.

